Facility overview

Name: Atami Izusan KARAKU
Location: 630-1 Izusan, Atami City, Japan
Number of rooms: 57
Facilities: 2 large bathhouses / 2 restaurants / 2 lounges / terrace / foot-bathing place / spa / gym

“Atami Izusan KARAKU” is an inn where, while overlooking the sweep of the deep blue Sagami Bay, you can relax in an open-air hot spring bath and take pleasure in the fresh-picked and wild-caught fruits of the mountains and the sea. Upon arrival, you go through the serene entrance and, carried away by the gentle stream of time, takes the elevator to the 8th floor. As you step into the reception area and turn your head, your eyes find the unity of sky and water drawn by the beautiful mold of nature. The terrace, beyond the reception, a foot-bathing place is ready for you to unwind while enjoying the view of Sagami Bay and the shimmering water basin, where the surface unites the sea and the sky. Hot spring, lounge, restaurant… in each and every aspect, we present you with a hospitality that cherishes an impressive sensation and encounter.
In a space where magnetisms of modernness and Japanese ambience harmonize, be immersed in the transitory of the seasons, and enjoy the breathtaking, glorious view. We invite you to indulge in the moment that generates pleasant vitality!

About KARAKU

KARAKU is a luxury ryokan resort brand created for every guest to be themselves and spend time in their own distinctive ways. With “A place that generates pleasant vitality” as brand concept, we value considerate hospitality and various spaces between objects and ideas (“AWAI”) to present the guests with thoroughly uncompromising and superlative experiences. Under the ORIX HOTELS & RESORTS’ flagship brand KARAKU, “Atami Izusan KARAKU”, the second of its kind, saw its grand opening on December 2, 2023, following “Hakone Gora KARAKU”.

About Hakone Gora KARAKU

Hakone Gora KARAKU is the place in Gora, Hakone, a town of lush nature and a distinguish flow of culture, and offers a breathtaking view of the mountain and sea and a variety of culinary delights. With a wide option of attractions, such as the onsen (hot springs), spa, lounge, terrace, and restaurants that excite the traveling spirit, the place generates a refreshing experience at all times. In a place where everyone can spend time in their own way, we present you with luxurious journey to immerse yourself in a heart-fulfilling passage of time.

Hakone Gora KARAKU official website: https://www.gora-karaku.jp/

About ORIX HOTELS & RESORTS

ORIX HOTELS & RESORTS is the brand under Orix Hotel Management specialized in the management of ryokans and hotels. With both ryokans
and hotels at the core, we cover a wide range of categories from luxurious to casual, and present you with experiences tailored to different stages of life, aiming to offer “the places that make you crave to visit again”. Today, ORIX HOTELS & RESORTS has a total of 5 brands and 14 ryokans/hotels under its wings, from Hokkaido in the north to Fukuoka and Oita in the south.

ORIX HOTELS & RESORTS official website: https://www.orixhotelsandresorts.com/
ORIX HOTELS & RESORTS official Instagram account: https://www.instagram.com/orix_hotels_and_resorts/